Three-dimensional trajectory analysis of congenital mirror movements in a single subject.
Mirror movements are involuntary movements executed by one side of the body that occur with voluntary activation of homologous muscles of the other side. Although such movements have been described qualitatively and with surface EMG recordings, the spatial and temporal characteristics of these movements remain relatively unexplored. We studied selected simple and complex upper limb movements in a 20-yr.-old woman with congenital mirror movements and no other neurological disorder. Movements were digitized in three-dimensional space, reconstructed computergraphically, and analyzed numerically and graphically. Mirror movements had smaller amplitudes than did the corresponding voluntary movements, and there was, in general, temporal coupling between mirror and voluntary movements. Nonetheless, mirror movements were not always a perfect mirror image of the corresponding voluntary movements and sometimes differed in timing and trajectory shape from the original movement. Substantially larger mirror movements were elicited by distal than by proximal movements, and mirror movements were enhanced when loads were applied to the hand executing the voluntary movement. These data support the proposal that congenital mirror movements are produced by a partial failure of decussation of the pyramidal tract. We suggest that the variability in the extent to which mirror movements correspond to the voluntary movements is due to propriospinal and descending extrapyramidal input.